**Curriculum Share**

**DRDP Measure:** Fine Motor Skills  
**Age Group:** Preschool–School Age

---

**Clothes Pin Number Wheel Match**

Let's practice counting and our fine motor skills with the Clothes Pin Number Wheel Match! Practicing fine motor skills will help with daily tasks. With this activity, your child will be practicing the pincer grasp. This helps strengthen their grasp and their hand-eye coordination. This helps leads the child(ren) towards gaining their own independence!

---

**Materials Needed:**
- Clothes Pin Number Wheel Match Sheet
- Clothes Pins (20)
- Permanent maker

---

**Directions**

**Set Up:**
- **Step 1** – Print out Clothes Pin Number Wheel Match Sheet & Cut around the circle  
  *You can also laminate or paste onto cardboard or cardstock paper to prevent the paper from being flimsy from the clothes pins*  
- **Step 2** – Write down one number on each clip making sure there is a clip for numbers 1-20

**Activity:**
- **Step 1** – *You can separate clothes pin by number groups or mix it all together to make it a challenge*  
- **Step 2** – Start at any point of Clothes Pin Number Wheel and count the dots  
- **Step 3** – Find the corresponding clothes pin to clip onto Clothes Pin Number Wheel  
- **Step 4** – Continue with the rest of clothes pins  
- **Step 5** – Have fun with it!
Click on any of the Number Wheels to access and print it out!